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NUMERICAL MODELING OF TURBULENT FLOW
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¢ Three dimensional co_bustor calculations are currently
° stretching the computer hardware capabilities and the

coaputing budgets of gas turbine manufacturers. One of the

main reasons for this relates to the larce number of complex .

physical procecses occurtn_ in the combustor. Airflow, fuel

• spray, reactlon kinetics, flame radiation, and , not the
' least of which, turbulence mu_t be modeled and the related

differential equations solved. Obtainin_ accuracte solutions

to these modeled equations ent_ll_ another difficulty.

Current combustor codes a-e, generally, ba_ed on the SII_LE
algorithem developed by Patankar and Spauldin=, ref. 1. One

of the key features of this al_orithem is the use of hybrid

': differencln_ to approximate the convective terms in the4

governing equations. In most practical calculations this
results in the use of first order accurate upwind

_ differencing for most of the flow field. The overly

dissipative solutions obtained usln_ this ache.me can mask ,
important flou field features, ref. 2. Ideally, this can be

overcome through the use of additional grid points. In _hree

dimensional calculations ,however, %hi _ becomes impractical

since the compuzatlonal work involved increases greatly as

, grid points are added, i
L

Other discussions in this conference wlll address methods

to improve the accuracy of combustor flow field calculations
and methods to speed the convergence of t_m modeled

equations. This talk will feeds on aspect_ of aerglng these• , two r_w technologies, The improved accuracy discretization
schemes have a negative impact on the speed of convergence ;

I

of the modeled equations that the improved solution ;
algorithems may not overcome, k description of the causes of

this problem and potential solutions will be examined.
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